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TV personality-actress-author-fashion designer 
Kristin Cavallari dishes on her Fall 2016 collection
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Laurel Peep Toe Bootie 

$149.95
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We absolutely adore Kristin Cavallari, not only because Mrs. Jay Cutler might score 

us tickets to a Chicago Bears game or better yet, hook us up with one of her hubby’s 

teammates, but because her Instagram feed makes us want to hang with her on a 

daily basis. Whether she’s whippin’ up recipes for her upcoming cookbook, traveling 

the world, or hanging with her adorable family – this hot mama of three always looks 

effortlessly fab. I mean, this woman has excellent taste — in men, home décor, and 

especially fashion. Naturally, we wanted the scoop on this fashionista’s newest shoe 

collection with Chinese Laundry, and here’s what she shared.

How would you describe the 

Fall 2016 Kristin Cavallari for 

Chinese Laundry collection? 

“Every collection I create offers classic 

and trendy styles. I currently have 

over-the-knee boots and tons of 

booties. With everything in my life, I 

love simplicity, and my shoe collection 

reflects that.”
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What pair of shoes do you 

love for a date night?

“I have a sandal, Poppy, that is 

sexy. It is similar to a cage sandal 

and has a gladiator feel.”

Poppy Heeled Sandal 

$89.98
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What is your favorite pair 

shoes and why?

“It’s nearly impossible to pick 

one but if I had to, my Laurel 

bootie, because you can throw 

her on with any simple outfit 

and instantly look chic.”

Georgie Suede Bootie, $179
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Saffron Suede Boot 

$350
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I feel sexiest in 

“My over the knee boots!”

Shop the collection at https://www.chineselaundry.com 

and keep up with Kristin on 

Instagram @KristinCavallari, Twitter @KristinCav 

and https://www.facebook.com/KristinCavallari/
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